
Dario Nadruki - general conditions
of collaboration

In the document below P.P.H.U. „DARIO”s.c. DARIUSZ ŚWIERCZYŃSKI WIESŁAWA
ŚWIERCZYŃSKA with its registered seat in Aleksandrów Łódzki at Wolności 84 Street in
Poland, better known under the brand “Dario Nadruki” presents the principles of cooperation
with its clients.
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Placing orders
1. Place an order by sending an email to the following email address:

biuro@dario-nadruki.com.
2. The order should include:

a. customer details (for issuing a VAT invoice)
b. contact details (phone, email)
c. customer's shipping address
d. name of the project to be put into production
e. properly prepared project
f. meterage
g. whether the print is one-sided or two-sided
h. the name of the material

If the type of material is not specified, the order will be implemented on the standard
material.
Furthermore, printing on Customer's material requires providing us with:

● about 10 meters of the material beforehand to ensure that it is suitable for
printing or requires additional pre-production treatment.

● the material itself
● assurance of uniformity of the material
● consent on the necessary production-minimum

3. Accessing the material printing service is conditioned by the provision of the
information contained in the second point and the fulfillment of quantitative
requirements that can be checked in the price list for a specific material. In the case
of the material supplied by the Customer, the Printing House informs individually
about the necessary production minimum.

4. Before proceeding to actual production, the Customer may expect a sample print.
Information about the trial print is included in the order itself; thus, the Printing House
waits with the execution of the order until the acceptance of the trial print, or the
Customer can write a separate email containing the information:

● customer details (for issuing a VAT invoice)
● contact data (phone, e-mail)
● customer's shipping address
● name of the project to be put into production
● properly prepared project
● the name of the material

5. The Company is trying to streamline the purchasing process and is therefore reusing
information once sent by the Customer, such as:

● customer's shipping address
● customer details (for issuing a VAT invoice)
● contact data (phone, e-mail)
● previously sent project with name and print specification

In case of any changes, please update the information previously sent.
6. By placing an order for printing or design services, you consent to:

● processing of information sent to the Printing House by Company P.P.H.U.
"DARIO" s.c. DARIUSZ ŚWIERCZYŃSKI WIESŁAWA ŚWIERCZYŃSKA with
its registered seat in Aleksandrów Łódzki at Wolności 84 Street in Poland
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● the obligation to make payment for the ordered product and related services.
● acceptance of the terms and conditions quoted in this document.

Payments
1. The basis for charging payments to the Orderers within the borders of the Republic of

Poland are 2 price lists: “Dario Nadruki - cennik nadrukowane materiały” and “Dario
Nadruki - cennik projekty graficzne”.

2. The basis for charging payments to the Orderers from outside the borders of the
Republic of Poland are 2 price lists: "Dario Nadruki - price list printed materials" and
"Dario Nadruki - price list graphic design."

3. Payment is made by transfer upon receipt of an invoice in the form of document
attachment form: faktury@dario-nadruki.com, which comes to the contact email
address used by the consumer in the order.

4. If any payment discrepancies arise from a submitted document, please contact
faktury@dario-nadruki.com.

5. If the Client fails to make timely payments, Printing House reserves the right to switch
to the cash on delivery system.

6. Due to the possibility of creating so-called 'production waste' in the production
process, the Printing House calculates the actual meterage after the waste is
accounted for. On its basis, the Client is issued a payment document. Thus,
payments are of post-service character.

7. Additional services such as:
● Transport service
● Test printing service
● Graphic design service

are subject to payment.
8. Failure to place an order to print the final product does not exempt the Client from

any charges in section 7.
9. The Client contacting the Company within the borders of the Republic of Poland

receives a payment document issued in PLN currency, prepared based on the price
list, whose nominal value per meter is PLN.

10. The Client contacting the Company from outside the borders of the Republic of
Poland receives a payment document issued in EURO currency, prepared based on
the price list, whose nominal value per meter is EURO with the abbreviation EUR.

11. The condition for issuing a 0% VAT document for companies from outside the
Republic of Poland is defining the Client's Company as a payer in the European
Union in the VIES system with the address:
https://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/vies/?locale=pl
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Graphic designs
1. The Printing House prints designs prepared by both external graphic studios and its own

graphic studio.
a. In case of using graphic services of the Company, the Client uses the form

available on the tab:
https://dario-nadruki.com/projektowanie/#zalecane-przygotowanie-pliku-graficznego

b. In the case of independent preparation of a file for printing, the Client is obligated
to process the submitted graphics properly. With the highest printing quality and
an affordable minimum of production meterage in mind, the Printing House has
prepared graphic annotations. Based on their rules, the Principal is obligated to
send graphics to the following address: biuro@dario-nadruki.com. The rules of
file preparation can be found at:
https://dario-nadruki.com/projektowanie/#samodzielne-przygotowanie-pliku-grafic
znego.

2. In case of any problems with submitted graphics, the Printing House immediately informs
the Client about the encountered issues regarding conformity with graphic annotations.
The Client can correct the graphic file himself or use the Printer House's graphic
designer. In the latter case, the Client uses the form on the tab:
https://dario-nadruki.com/projektowanie/#zalecane-przygotowanie-pliku-graficznego.

3. In the case of using the services of the Printer's graphic designer, if the Client does not
submit any corrections within 10 working days from the moment of sending the graphic
file by Printer House's employee means that the project is accepted.

4. The Customer is aware that the color representations seen on the screen of the device
are indicative and may differ from the actual colors in the production print.

5. In case of any graphic corrections, the order execution time is counted from the moment
of full acceptance of the project.

Copyright

1. The Principal undertakes to hold all necessary rights to the graphic designs and other
materials supplied to carry out the order. At the same time, the Principal undertakes to
inform the Printing House about provided graphic designs and other materials to which it
is not entitled to the rights mentioned above under pain of covering any losses incurred
by the Printing House on this account.

2. The Principal authorizes the Printing House to use and store the graphic designs and
materials provided to it for the purpose of executing the agreement and any future
contracts.

3. If ordering the product violates legal regulations, principles of good manners, or offends
religious feelings, the Printing House has the right to cancel the execution of such order,
previously informing the Client about the cancelation.
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Complains and returns
1. Complains and return are not allowed when:

a. Products whose quality is impaired by failure to comply with graphic
annotations prepared for specific products and by the poor quality of graphic
files.

b. Products on which the imprint has offset the width within tolerance up to 1
mm.

c. Products having a different width to the declared dimension within tolerance
up to 2mm.

d. Products whose meterage is with tolerance up to +-10% in relation to the
order meterage.

e. Products prepared as a result of not specifying the terms of the order.
f. Products with a slight colour difference in case of a different order batch from

its previous version.
g. Products that differ in colour from those seen on the device screen.
h. Products whose colour deviates slightly from the test print.
i. Products containing printing defects caused by the quality of the material

supplied by the Customer.
j. Product processed and engaged in further processing such as sewing.
k. Products that have traces of material bonding to eliminate manufacturing

defects
2. Only defective product elements may be claimed if they are not dictated by the points

set out in the first paragraph. The Customer's claims are limited to the faulty product
element.

3. To process a claim, the Customer is obliged within 14 days from the date of delivery
to:

a. send documentation in the form of photographs of the defective elements of
the product to the following email address: biuro@dario-nadruki.com

b. deliver the defective product elements to the headquarters of the Company in
person or by courier company.

4. Submitting a claim does not exempt you from paying for the executed services.
5. The Printing House undertakes to fulfill the missing part of the order subject to claims

without additional charges.

Additional information
1. The lead time for a particular product or service is assigned to an individual product

or service item in the price list: "Dario Nadruki - price list printed materials" and "Dario
Nadruki - price list graphic designs." It is the maximum waiting time for the Customer
to realize the order. In case of random events causing late realization of the given
order, the Printing House informs its Client about the problems and provides an
estimated date of fulfilling the obligations.

2. The minimum order metric of a specific product is assigned to the individual product
items in the price list: "Dario Nadruki - price list printed materials."
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Final provisions
1. The Printing House and its Clients are obliged to keep mutually confidential all

information concerning the orders and the services related to it.
2. All disputes that may arise during the execution of the contract shall be attempted to

be resolved amicably by The Printing House and Client.
3. Disputes not resolved by the Client and the Company will be settled by an

appropriate court in the location of the Company's registered office.


